High Temperature Dynamic Hohlraums on the Pulsed Power Driver Z
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Abstract

In the concept of the dynamic hohlraum an imploding z-pinch is optically thick to its own radiation. Radiation may be trapped inside the pinch to give a radiation temperature inside the pinch greater than that outside the pinch. The radiation is typically produced by colliding an outer Z-pinch liner onto an inner liner. The collision generates a strongly radiating shock, and the radiation is trapped by the outer liner. As the implosion continues after the collision the radiation temperature may continue to increase due to ongoing PdV (pressure times change in volume) work done by the implosion. In principal the radiation temperature may increase to the point at which the outer liner burns through, becomes optically thin, and no longer traps the radiation. One application of the dynamic hohlraum is to drive an ICF (inertial confinement fusion) pellet with the trapped radiation field. Members of the dynamic hohlraum team at Sandia National Labs have used the pulsed power driver Z (20 MA, 100 ns) to create a dynamic hohlraum with temperature linearly ramping from 100 to 180 eV over 5 ns. On this shot zp214 a nested tungsten wire array of 4 and 2 cm diameters with masses of 2 and 1 mg imploded onto a 2.5 mg plastic annulus at 5 mm diameter. The current return can on this shot was slotted. It is likely the radiation temperature may be increased to over 200 eV by stabilizing the pinch with a solid current return can. A current return can with 9 slots imprints 9 filaments onto the imploding pinch. This degrades the optical trapping and the quality of the liner collision. A 1.6 mm diameter capsule situated inside this dynamic hohlraum of zp214 would see 15 kJ of radiation impinging on its surface before the pinch itself collapses to a 1.6 mm diameter. Dynamic hohlraum shots including pellets are scheduled to take place on Z in September of 1998.
**Introduction**

The dynamic hohlraum historically has been known as the flying radiation case (1), the imploding liner hohlraum (2), and double liners (3). The main idea of the dynamic hohlraum is to produce radiation by the collision of an outer Z-pinch liner with an inner liner target, and then trap this radiation during the continued implosion of the system. This trapping of radiation is possible because the combined mass of the two liners may be optically thick. As the inner liner is compressed energy density and radiation temperature increase. There are many applications of dynamic hohlraums to the study of high energy density plasmas for ICF (inertial confinement fusion). [4,5,6] The focus of our dynamic hohlraum research is to drive an ICF capsule. [7]

Dynamic hohlraum temperatures scale favorably with the machine current of the Z-pinch driver. Radiated power and mass driven by a Z-pinch both scale as the square of the current. The increased mass with the current improves the opacity and the integrity of the dynamic hohlraum case. Once the mass and current are sufficient to trap the radiation produced by the liner collision, the radiation temperature should scale as the square root of the machine current. To establish the scaling of dynamic hohlraum radiation temperature with current, experiments have been carried out on three Z-pinch drivers: ANGARA (3.5 MA), SATURN (7 MA), and Z (20 MA). [8] In this paper we present the
measurements of dynamic hohlraum radiation temperature on Z and discuss the scaling issues.

Z is a 40 TW electrical pulsed power machine. [9,10]. It drives a z-pinch with a 20 MA current with a 100 ns rise time. The longer rise time with respect to the faster driver SATURN, 50 ns, could cause increased growth of instabilities of the imploding current sheath, and increased x-ray pulse widths. Increases in the thickness or instability of the current sheath are detrimental to the performance of a Z-pinch dynamic hohlraum system.

Pinch stability is very important to the performance of a dynamic hohlraum. A stable thin, approximately 1 mm, current sheath is beneficial because it will produce a sharp collision between the two liners, efficiently creating a radiation field which is heated as the implosion continues. An unstable implosion has a larger effective current sheath up to 5 mm in width, producing a lower power collision broad in time. A stable pinch also allows compression to less than 1 mm diameter, which greatly increases the dynamic hohlraum radiation temperature. There is speculation in the literature that using nested wire arrays can reduce the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and improve the radiated power of the Z pinch. [11,12]

Advances in the stabilization of Z pinches through the use of large-wire-number arrays have made possible dynamic hohlraum radiation temperatures
well in excess of 100 eV that we present in this article. [13,14] These advances have included the demonstration of 80 TW of radiation from the accelerator SATURN using a 120-tungsten-wire array, and over 200 TW from Z using a 240-tungsten wire array. [15,16]

Another stabilization technique we introduce in this paper is in the use of a solid can for the current return path. Typically on Z nine slots are cut in the current return can for side-on diagnostic access. These nine slots imprint nine filaments onto the imploding pinch. The use of a solid current return can eliminate these filaments and increase the power radiated out the axis of the pinch.

**Experimental Design**

In these experiments on Z a nested wire array with 240 and 120 7.5 μm diameter tungsten wires at 4 and 2 cm diameter respectively were imploded onto 5 mm diameter targets. The array was 1 cm long and its mass was 3 mg, 2 mg in the outer tungsten array and 1 mg in the inner nested array. Such a nested array implodes to strike a 5 mm diameter inner target with a strike velocity in excess of 50 cm/μs. The current return can was 50 mm in diameter.

For zp214 the current return can was slotted with 9 apertures 8 mm in width and 8 mm long. The 9 apertures are cut for side-on viewing of the pinch. We will present data showing that the 9-fold symmetry of the return can imprints
onto the pinch which develops 9 filaments. The 5 mm diameter target for zp214 was a plastic annulus weighing 2.5 mg.

We shall also present results for zp297 in which the current return can had no slots. The 5 mm diameter target for zp297 was a cylindrical foam at 14 mg/cc density weighing 3 mg.

The load current is measured by B-dot monitors placed in the anode plate tens of cm from the pinch axis. [17] The implosion time is measured by the time difference between the current rise and rise of the x-ray pulse as measured by a five channel x-ray diode array. The typical load current is 20 MA and the loads for zp214 and zp297 are designed to implode in 100 ns.

The x-ray radiation is measured with carbon photocathode x-ray diodes (XRDs). [18] Five responses are provided by five different filters: 4 μm of kimfol, 1 μm of vanadium, .75 μm of zinc with 0.5 micron of parylene, 8 μm of beryllium with 1 μm of parylene, and 9 μm of beryllium with 1 μm of vanadium. The nominal bandpasses of the above filters are at 250, 450, 650, 850, and 1400 eV. Two sets of the five-channel x-ray diode arrays were fielded. One views the pinch from the side to record temperatures outside of the outer liner, and the other views the pinch from the axis to measure temperatures inside the inner liner. The XRDs were absolutely calibrated at the National Synchrotron facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
Bolometers are fielded along the axis and from the side of the pinch to measure total radiated yield in these two directions. The response of the bolometers is 1 to 2 ns, and the signal is typically too noisy to be differentiated to give radiated power, but the yield can be used to normalize the XRD signals to the radiated power.

Two microchannel plate framing cameras were fielded on axis to unfold the radial dependence of the radiation temperature as a function of time as the radiation case or z-pinch implodes. Each camera recorded 11 time frames and 1 time integrated frame. Each frame recorded two images, one filtered for a 250 eV bandpass, the other for radiation above 800 eV. One camera had a magnification of 2/3, the other 1/3. Each frame was gated with a 1 ns pulse. The resolution of these cameras at the pinch is between 200 and 300 µm. With normalization provided by the on-axis XRDs and bolometers these cameras make possible the measurement of the spatial dependence of the radiation temperature as a function of time.

We also fielded radially resolved temporally integrated crystal spectrometers side-on and on-axis. These spectrometers measure electron temperature from the slope of the tungsten continuum radiation above energies of 900 eV.

Experimental Results
In Figure 1 we show the load configuration for zp214. As mentioned in the introduction the load is a nested tungsten wire array imploding onto a plastic annulus. For this shot zp214 the current-return can was slotted, and improvement in performance is to be expected if the same load is shot with a solid current-return can. The tungsten wires are 7.5 μm in diameter with 240 wires in the outer array at 4 cm diameter and 120 wires in the inner array at 2 cm diameter. The masses of the two arrays are 2 mg and 1 mg. The collision target is a plastic annulus weighing 2.5 mg. As shown in figure 1 the back wall of the dynamic hohlraum is covered with a gold half-moon to provide albedo contrast in the on-axis x-ray images. The axial viewing aperture is 4 mm in diameter.

The radial dependence of the radiation temperature parameteric in time at 1 ns intervals is shown in Figure 2. These temperatures are based upon the power radiated out the axis and the axial time-resolved x-ray images. From the bolometer and the XRDS the radiated power out the axis on zp297 reaches 12 TW before the implosion stagnates on axis. The measured axial power is shown in Figure 6. Using the axial power, the time-resolved x-ray images may be converted to images in radiation temperature. Line-outs of these temperature images perpendicular to the gold half-moon are shown in Figure 2. As the collision commences at 527 ns as indicated in the Figure 2, one sees the albedo
contrast between the gold half-moon at 85 eV and the plastic half-moon at 70 eV.

Because the camera views the hohlraum at an angle of 6 degrees with respect to the axis, it is able to view the wall of the plastic annulus. The line-out at 528 ns in Figure 2 is taken across the wall of the annulus. At 529 ns the plastic wall has reached 100 eV, burned through, and can no longer be seen in absorption against the tungsten pinch. At 530 ns some tungsten has blown over the end of the plastic and arrived on axis. This feature has been denoted as the tungsten curtain. The axial diagnostics must look through this tungsten to see into the hohlraum. Several techniques are now being used to minimize this curtain. They include 5 degree glide planes to accelerate the tungsten away from the viewing hole, smaller viewing apertures as low as 2 mm, and efforts to minimize any gap between the plastic annulus and the anode plane. As the implosion compresses the hohlraum down to less than 2 mm diameter at 532 ns the inside of the tungsten wall has reached 180 eV. At this time the hohlraum is still open with a 1.6 mm diameter. We may project that the temperature inside the hohlraum reached a value greater than 190 eV before the pinch completely collapsed the hohlraum. The last time gate of the time-resolved camera was at 532 ns so we have no measurement of the temperature profile beyond this time on zp214.
In Figure 3 we present the measurement of the dynamic hohlraum temperature and diameter plotted versus time. After the collision the hohlraum collapses at a velocity of 35 cm/µs. During most of the compression the temperature rises linearly at 20 eV/ns, then rolls over to a rate of 10 eV/ns at the end of the compression. It is likely that the rate of temperature increase rolls over because the tungsten pinch is becoming optically thin and allowing radiation to escape out the sides of the dynamic hohlraum. We are presently designing fusion pellets at 1.6 mm diameter. From Figure 3 we see that such a pellet would be separate from the imploding pinch until 532 ns when the temperature has reached 180 eV.

By integrating the hohlraum flux over the surface area of a 1.6 mm diameter pellet one arrives at the radiation energy impinging on the capsule as shown in Figure 4. The energy delivered to the capsule surface before the pinch reaches 1.6 mm in diameter is 15 kJ. This is a considerable amount of energy for driving a pellet and gives reason for optimism in using a Z pinch to drive a fusion pellet.

Because zp214 used a slotted can we also have measurement of the power radiated out the side of the pinch. Using the diameter of the pinch as measured by the on-axis time-resolved camera, we can then unfold radiation temperature both inside and outside of the dynamic hohlraum. These results are presented in Figure 5. The hohlraum is hotter on the inside than the outside for about 3 ns.
The outside temperature rises abruptly at 531 ns when the inside temperature is 170 eV. At this temperature it is likely that the tungsten wall is becoming optically thin and leaking the hohlraum radiation out the side. The value of the outside temperature at 533 ns, being greater than the inside temperature, is a artifact of the side power measurement which includes other power sources, such as the z-pinch halo.

As we have mentioned zp214 formed nine filaments due to a slotted current return can. This is not optimal for trapping radiation and forming a good radiation case. With a more cylindrical case one could expect the hohlraum to maintain its integrity to temperatures higher than 170 eV. This is one of the benefits of added stability provided by a solid current return can.

The measured power radiated out the axis on zp214 is compared to a simulation in Figure 6. [19] The simulation is a two dimensional (r,z) code. It does not include the possibility of azimuthal filamentation. For this reason the simulation shows a much sharper radiation burst during the collision at 2526 ns than is measured. It also shows a much sharper burst when the pinch reaches axis at 2533 ns. Indeed with the use of a solid current-return can one might expect the power radiated out the axis to improve towards the impressive bursts shown in the simulation. [20]
Azimuthal filamentation as measured by an axial time-resolved pinhole camera is shown in Figure 7. This data was recorded for zp113 which was for a single tungsten wire array imploding onto a solid cylindrical foam. Filaments are seen approximately every 40 degrees. The azimuthal line-out was taken at a diameter of 4 mm as the pinch reached this diameter. One would expect a better radiation case if these filaments could be eliminated with a solid current-return can.

In Figure 8 we present the improvement to be gained by using a solid current return can. Figure 8 compares axial radiated power for two shots, zp210 and zp211, whose only difference was a slotted current-return can and a solid current-return can. The load on these two shots was a 0.75 cm long nested tungsten wire array at 35 and 17.5 mm diameter. The target was 2 μm thick annular gold at 5 mm diameter. The mass loading for these shots was relatively heavy with 3.6 mg/cm of tungsten impacting 5.4 mg/cm of gold. One sees from figure 8 that the radiated power at collision is improved a factor of 1.7 using the solid current return can. The radiation pulse width at collision with the solid can is a narrow 3.5 ns. We note that the radiation temperature for the dynamic hohlraum of zp211 was flat at 150 eV during the 5 ns compression of the hohlraum.
We shall next present results from zp297 which used a solid current return can. The load configuration for zp297 is shown in Figure 9. The nested tungsten wire array is identical to zp214. The main difference from zp214 is in the use of a solid return can. The target is also different, being a cylindrical foam for zp297. The foam density is 14 mg/cc and weighs 3 mg. The viewing aperture for this shot was 2 mm diameter in an effort to minimize the amount of tungsten blowing past the end of the target to form a tungsten curtain across the line of sight of the axial diagnostics.

The radial temperature profiles for zp297 parametric in time are shown in Figure 10. The pinch reaches the axis at 541.5 ns at which time a spot with a radiation temperature of 300 eV is formed. This pinch was not centered in the viewing aperture. It was off by 400 μm as indicated in figure 10 at 541.5 ns. This is thought to be due to accuracy in target alignment. We initially record signal out the 2 mm aperture at a temperature of 100 eV at 537.5 ns. At this time the pinch is still outside the 2 mm diameter viewing aperture, and we are looking only at foam. At 538.5 ns the pinch has just entered the viewing aperture on one side, the left side of Figure 10, and the foam temperature has risen to 130 eV. At 539.5 ns the tungsten is at 190 eV while the foam is at 170 eV. The last open frame is at 540.5 ns when the pinch is approximately 800 μm in diameter. The temperature at this time is an impressive 230 eV.
Zp297 was much hotter than any other dynamic hohlraum shot on Z, radiating 12 TW out of a 2 mm diameter hole. By comparison zp214 radiated 12 TW out of a 4 mm diameter hole. In Figure 11 we compare the on-axis time integrated crystal spectra for zp214 and zp297. The spectrum is basically tungsten continuum with M shell absorption features. The slope of the continuum is indicative of electron temperature. On zp214 the electron temperature was 700 eV, and there were several M shell absorption features in the spectrum. On zp297 the electron temperature is a much higher 2 keV and all but one of the absorption features has disappeared. This is likely due to the tungsten burning through most of the M shell on zp297. The large electron temperature on zp297 is likely due to an equilibration of electrons and ions brought about by the high level of stability of this pinch. With higher stability of implosion, higher electron densities are reached at peak compression, and the ions, which carry all the implosion kinetic energy, may equilibrate with the electrons. The radiation temperature is still well below the particle temperature on Z.

The time histories for the pinch diameter and radiation temperature are compared for zp214 and zp297 in Figure 12. For each load the velocity of compression is the same, but the radiation temperature history is very different. The temperature for the plastic annular target of zp214 is up earlier than the
foam target of zp297, and rises more slowly. Indeed the temperature profile of zp214 would actually deliver more energy to a 1.6 mm diameter capsule than that of zp297. For this reason we intend to use annular targets to drive exploding pusher targets. On the other hand the radiation temperature profile of zp297 is very close to the drive pulse needed for an ablatively driven ICF pellet. For this reason we intend to use foam as the target for pulse shaping experiments.

**Scaling**

The scaling of radiation temperature for a dynamic pinch hohlraum goes roughly as the square root of the machine current. This is to be expected since the electrical power which creates the radiated power scales as the current squared. Another factor to consider in the scaling is the integrity of the imploding hohlraum case, whether or not the pinch remains optically thick as the temperature of the hohlraum increases. The pinch mass driven scales as the square of the current. On larger machines the added mass will increase the opacity of the dynamic hohlraum, and permit higher radiation temperatures before the case burns through.

Scaling of the radiation temperature with machine current is shown in Figure 13. The data points are from ANGARA at 3.5 MA, SATURN at 7 MA, and Z at 20 MA. For each machine the radiation temperature is taken in a dynamic
hohlraum configuration with a diameter of approximately 1 mm. The machines all had different implosion times, and different levels of integrity in the radiation case. In general the faster pinches are more stable, and the larger machines provide a better radiation case. Despite these differences, the fit through the data points is very close to the square root of the current. One could then expect a 60 MA driver to provide a dynamic hohlraum radiation temperature well over 300 eV.

It is likely that a 60 MA driver would implode over a longer time-scale, say 150 ns, because of the limitations in voltage of the insulator stack at the water-vacuum interface. On Z the vacuum inductance is 9 nH with rate of current rise of $3.5 \times 10^{14}$ A/s. This sets the voltage at the insulator stack as 3 MV, a value that is also measured routinely on every shot. Indeed insulator breakdown shots have shown the stack to breakdown at 4.6 MV on the water side of the stack. For the same current rise time as Z, a 60 MA driver would need to hold off 9 MV at the insulator stack. So the stack on Z is not capable of providing 60 MA with a 100 ns rise time. Presently the design for a 60 MA driver is to increase the diameter of the stack by roughly 50% with respect to Z, and to increase the implosion time by 50% as well. These two changes will increase the breakdown voltage to about 10 MV, which is enough to drive 60 MA. Because a 60 MA driver will implode a wire array more slowly than Z, the initial diameter of the
array will be between 5 and 6 cm. Such an array will experience more growth of the RT instability during implosion. Stabilization techniques such as a triple-nested wire array, or foam annuli for snowplow stabilization, will need to be investigated as dynamic hohlraum drivers on a 60 MA machine.

Conclusion

Using the pulsed power driver Z (20 MA, 100 ns) we have reached a dynamic hohlraum temperature of 230 eV at a diameter of 800 µm for zp297. This is the first recording of a z-pinch driven open hohlraum at a temperature over 200 eV. On zp214 we reached a radiation temperature of 180 eV at a diameter of 1.6 mm and this source would deliver 15 kJ of radiation to a 1.6 mm diameter capsule. Although zp297 did have a different central target than zp214, a cylindrical foam as compared to a plastic annulus, the main improvement in the temperature drive was in the use of a solid current-return can. A current-return can with nine slots for side-on diagnostic access imprints nine azimuthal filaments onto the imploding pinch. We have shown that in one pinch configuration replacing the slotted can with a solid can increases the power radiated out the axis a factor of 1.7. The rapid rise of the radiation temperature on zp297 makes using a cylindrical foam target suitable for driving an ablation capsule. The longer dwell time of radiation on a capsule afforded by an annular target such as on zp214 makes it more suitable for driving exploding pusher
targets. We anticipate that shooting the load of zp214 with a solid current-return can will increase the useable temperature for driving a 1.6 mm diameter exploding pusher pellet to over 200 eV. Since the radiation temperature scales as the square root of the machine current, a 60 MA driver would be capable of achieving radiation temperatures in excess of 340 eV.

*Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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List of Figures

1. Schematic of the load hardware on Z for zp214 showing a nested wire array imploding onto an annular target. A gold half-moon fiducial is placed on the back wall of the hohlraum to verify that the inside of the hohlraum remains optically thin.

2. Radially resolved radiation temperatures parametric in time for zp214 unfolded from the axial time-resolved pinhole camera, XRDs and bolometer. At a diameter of 1.6 mm the tungsten inner wall has reached a radiation temperature of 180 eV.

3. Inner wall radiation temperature and diameter versus time for zp214. At a diameter of 1.6 mm the tungsten inner wall has reached a radiation temperature of 180 eV.

4. Cavity radiation impinging on a 1.6 mm diameter pellet surface and cavity diameter versus time for zp214. At a pinch diameter of 1.6 mm 15 kJ of radiation would have struck the pellet surface.

5. Radiation temperature of the inside wall and outside wall of the dynamic hohlraum for zp214. At a temperature of 160 to 170 eV the wall burns through and radiation burst out the side rises at 531 ns.
6. Power radiated out the axis measured and simulated for zp214. The simulation gives sharper radiation bursts than the data. The difference is in part because the simulation does not include filamentation due to the use of a slotted current-return can.

7. Azimuthal line-out from a time-resolved pinhole camera for zp113 taken as the implosion reaches a 4 mm diameter. Filaments are seen to occur roughly every 40 degrees in accordance with the nine-fold symmetry of the current return can.

8. Comparison of power radiated out the axis for a nested wire array imploding onto a gold foil with a slotted and with a solid current-return can. The improvement in power for this configuration with a solid can is a factor of 1.7.

9. Schematic of the load hardware on Z for zp297 showing a nested wire array imploding onto a cylindrical foam target. The foam has a density of 14 mg/cc and weighs 3 mg.

10. Radially resolved radiation temperatures parametric in time for zp297 unfolded from the axial time-resolved pinhole camera, XRDs and bolometer. The radiation temperature has reached 230 eV at a diameter of 800 μm.

11. Comparison of time-integrated crystal spectra for zp214 and zp297. Zp297 shows a much hotter electron temperature of 2 keV as compared to 0.7 keV for zp214. The difference is likely due to the enhanced stability of zp297 due to a
solid current-return can, allowing the pinch to reach higher density, which allows the electrons and ions to equilibrate.

12. Dynamic hohlraum diameter and temperature versus time for zp214 and zp297. Both hohlraums implode at 35 cm/μs. The temperature of zp214 is up earlier with a slower rate of rise. The temperature of zp297 rises very rapidly near the end of the compression.

13. The scaling of dynamic hohlraum radiation temperature with machine current. Data points are at 3.5 MA (ANGARA), 7 MA (SATURN), and 20 MA (Z). Temperatures are taken at a dynamic hohlraum diameter of approximately 1 mm. The fitted curve is very close to a square root dependence.
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